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Project Overview

• Ally is a company based in Detroit, MI that specializes in financial assistance and financial literacy

• Money Moves is the solution to Ally's problem of introducing a new way to educate their customers and client on financial topics

• A mobile-based web application, with profile creation and preferences to tailor the application to relevant lessons and content
System Architecture
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Save and Grow Quiz Questions

1: What was the first tip?
- Dealing with any debt you have
- Creating a budget plan
- Organizing accounts
- Hiring an Accountant

Correct

2: What was the second tip?
- Dealing with any debt you have
- Creating a budget plan
- Split paycheck into different accounts
- Asking yourself why you’re saving

3: Why is it important to ask yourself the reason for keeping savings?
- It makes saving easier
- It reminds me of the importance behind creating and managing savings
- So you can always make sure to pay taxes
- Makes it monumentally easier to spend money at the casino

Correct

4: Why should you split your paycheck?
- EXIT
Lesson Content

Hello and welcome to the Save and grow lesson! In this lesson you will be learning the basic tips and tricks towards improving your ability to save your earnings and exercise healthier financial decisions! This will benefit you long term, as you'll notice over time just how much more money you have when you save up!

Without further ado, let's get you started on your path to improving your savings Keep making Money Moves!
What’s left to do?

- **Features**
- **Stretch Goals**
  - Discussion Board
  - Admin page with statistics and file upload
  - Implementation of website animations
- **Other Tasks**
  - Fix visual bugs on the AWS link
  - Improvements to CSS / Design
  - File cleanup
  - Improving code efficiency
Questions?